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Election campaign billboard of Petro Poroshenko (15)
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A bus drives past a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The second round of presidential vote in Ukraine will take place on April 21. (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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A bus drives past a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The second round of presidential vote in Ukraine will take place on April 21. (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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People stand on the street with a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other om the background, in Kiev, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The second round of presidential vote in Ukraine will take place on April 21. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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People stand on the street with a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in the background, in Kiev, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The second round of presidential vote in Ukraine will take place on April 21. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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A bus drives past a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The second round of presidential vote in Ukraine will take place on April 21. (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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In this photo taken on Monday, April 15, 2019, people in the city of Kryvyi Rih, Ukraine, walk past a billboard reading "The End" ahead of Sunday, April 21, elections. The billboard supports the candidacy of Volodymyr Zelenskiy, a comedian leading in public opinion polls, who is running against incumbent President Petro Poroshenko. (AP Photo/Evgeniy Maloletka)
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People walk past a campaign billboard reading "April 21st. Decisive choice!" and bearing the portraits of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko (L) and Russian President Vladimir Putin in the center of the western Ukrainian city of Lviv, on April 15, 2019. - On April 14, a week before the second round of voting, Poroshenko failed to lure his rival Volodymyr Zelensky for a policy debate and chose to walk it alone at Kiev's Olympic Stadium as several thousand supporters flooded a nearby square. (Photo by Yuri DYACHYSHYN / AFP)
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People walk past a campaign billboard reading "April 21st. Decisive choice!" and bearing the portraits of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko (L) and Russian President Vladimir Putin, on April 15, 2019, in the center of the western Ukrainian city of Lviv. - On April 14, a week before the second round of voting, Poroshenko failed to lure his rival Volodymyr Zelensky for a policy debate and chose to walk it alone at Kiev's Olympic Stadium as several thousand supporters flooded a nearby square. (Photo by Yuri DYACHYSHYN / AFP)
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Cars drive past a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Friday, April 12, 2019. Billboard reads: "A decisive choice." Poroshenko is running for his second term at the second round of presidential vote on April 21. He advocates Ukraine's integration into the European Union back from Russian influence. (AP Photo/Evgeniy Maloletka)
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People pass by a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Thursday, April 11, 2019. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." Poroshenko is running for his second term at the second round of presidential vote on April 21. He advocates Ukraine's integration into the European Union back from Russian influence. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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People pass by a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Thursday, April 11, 2019. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." Poroshenko is running for his second term at the second round of presidential vote on April 21. He advocates Ukraine's integration into the European Union back from Russian influence. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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People pass by a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Thursday, April 11, 2019. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." Poroshenko is running for his second term at the second round of presidential vote on April 21. He advocates Ukraine's integration into the European Union back from Russian influence. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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People pass by a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev, Ukraine, Thursday, April 11, 2019. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." Poroshenko is running for his second term at the second round of presidential vote on April 21. He advocates Ukraine's integration into the European Union back from Russian influence. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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FILE - In this Thursday, April 11, 2019 file photo, people pass by a billboard depicting Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin looking at each other in Kiev. Writing on the big board reads: "A decisive choice." Ukraine???s presidential runoff on Sunday, April 21, is a battle between a billionaire tycoon who rode anti-Russian protests to the nation???s top office five years ago, and a comedian who plays a president in a TV sitcom. The actor has used humor and social media to take pole position.   (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky, file)
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TOPSHOT - People walk past a campaign poster with the current Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and Russian President Vladimir Putin (R) in Kiev on April 9, 2019, on the threshold of the second round of the presidential elections in Ukraine on Aprile 21. - Ukraine's incumbent leader, 53-years-old, is eager to spar with his political novice rival, giving him a chance to show off his debating skills and outflank comedian Volodymyr Zelensky, 41-years-old, before a run-off vote on April 21. But he had to agree to a number of unusual conditions set down by , including a requirement for both of them to undergo medical tests to prove they do not abuse alcohol or drugs. (Photo by Vasily MAXIMOV / AFP)
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